Loans totaling $4 million are
available to 8.18 students who
apply before the April 1 deadline. Applications and other
necessary Tomo, are available
in the Financial Aids Office,
AD31242.
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Tile W ,,,,, en’s Faculty Club will
hold their annual off-campus
dinner at Del Vecchio’s Restaurant in Willow Glen on Fri
day, April 7. Reservations must
be in to Miss Elsie Does*,
Health and Ilvgiene Department, by p.m., Friday. Guests
illVited.
of members ma)
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PUBLICATIONS BILL APPROVED
Council Refuses To Discuss
’Independent Daily’ Proposal
By FRANCINE MILLER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Student Council yesterday
passed by a narrow margin of
two votes the Publications Ad.
visory Board bill introduced by
Reps Dick Miner and Ken
Shackelford.
The action was taken despite
efforts to revert the bill back to
second reading so it could be
discussed with an ’independent
Daily" proposal presented by
representatives of the Spartan
Daily.
The proposal, which Daily Editor
Jerry Townsend asked council to
consider for inclusion on the April
ballot as a constitutional amendment, calls for the establishment
of the Daily as an independent
campus newspaper directly receiving a fixed student subscription
or percentage of the ASB budget.
It also requires the Daily to
Is doing below average work I tell function with a student-selected
him about it. If a student is in advisory board of 10 people repdoubt he can always ask the in- resenting the dorms, sororities and
fraternities, the six schools of the
structor."
college, faculty and administration.
Photo by Mary Adams

SPRING LOVE
Well, darling, I know that
you have Spring Fever but its cold outside!
The lawn is soaking wet and my feet are freezing but you insist on lying down here on this

lawn even though we are in the middle of the
campus and it looks like some good storm clouds
building up overhead but I really . . .

Blue Cards Non-Existent
Due to Clerical Shortage
.By SUE HARRIGER
Spartan Daily Investigative Writer
An i, unediate halt of mid-term
warning noticesbetter known as
"blue cards" and
other traditional Admission and Record services was decided recently by Academic Council, according to Dr.
Ralph Cummings, director of SJS
Admissions and Records.
"They’re overloaded and understaffed," said James Noah, director
of public relations and publications. "The Registrar’s Office has
a problem because they can’t fill
any vacant positions until after
June 30. They had to curtail some
service to meet the emergency,"
he said.
LACK OF FUNDS
Reasons for the crisis include a
high rate of applications for admission, a growing demand for
service on transcripts and records
and a lack of funds for clerical
staff and data processing equipment.
A growing backlog of unprocessed applications for admissions
in fall, 1967 has been the result
of the unbalanced office workload. The curtailment of "certain
optional services" is needed to allow the offices to meet deadlines,
according to Dr. Cummings.
Many students are apprehensive
about the decision to eliminate
blue cards because as one coed
saw the situation "I think that in
many instances blue cards are
necessary because the cards ease
the communication harriers between students and faculty."
WASTE OF’ TIME
Freshman radio-television major George Litleton said "If a
student doesn’t know how he’s
doing, it’s his tough luck. Blue
cards are a waste of time."
Dr. Kenneth Fowler, professor

Petition Deadline
For AWS Election
Today is the deadline for turning
in candidacy petitions for officers
to be voted on next Thursday in
the Associated Women Students
election. The petitions must be
turned in to the Activities Office,
ADM174,
Officers to be elected include
president, first, vice president, second vice president, secretary, treasurer, and two members of the
Judirial Board,

of mathematics gave his view of
blue cards, "I have never thought
they were beneficial. They have
little valueif one of my students

’Signals an Asset’
Electric traffic signals can be a
nuisance to drivers in a hurry, but
as one SJS student will attest,
signals are an asset.
Kenneth Kitzmiller, junior advertising major, was southbound
on 10th Street Tuesday night when
a power failure knocked out signals along St. James Street. After
hesitating at the intersection of
10th and St. James Streets, he

drove on and was struck from the
side by an eastbound car.
Kitzmiller and James D. Bradley, of South Dakota, the driver of
the other car, were treated for
minor injuries. Damage to Kitzmiller’s car was estimated at $700,
he reported.
Within a few minutes, two more
accidents occured along the darkened street.

BOARD OF REVIEW
The bill which council approved
yesterday deals strictly with a
board to review and evaluate all
ASS-funded publications, having
the power as well to recommend
removal of any editor.
Although the document makes
no mention of funding procedures
for the Daily, justification for
council’s setting up such a board
came from the fact that the body
allocates 9.2 per cent of the ASB
budget to the Daily. Said Grad
Rep Miner at a previous council

Psychedelic ’Freak-Out’
Draws Visiting Nuns
By DON COX
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Lights flashed, music wailed,
while plaster figures in various
shapes and sizes swung from the
ceiling or stood on the floor.
Sister Mary Adele’s first comment was,"! hope the students
don’t think we’re part of the
show."
Two Roman Catholic nuns, Sisters Adele and Mary Matthew,
were making their first visit to
SJS Art Department’s "freakout."
The two nuns are among eight
currently participating in a
week-long New
Cultural
Happening on campus.
In what the campus Newman
Center terms a "first of its kind
event held anywhere " the nuns
are patticipating in classroom
visits and discussions with both
faculty and students all this
week.
Their visit to the psychedelic
art show was, they admitted,
"an unscheduled part of the program."
Both sisters viewed in amazement the distorted figure forms
in the dark gallery.
"After a while you can’t tell

the difference between the viewers and what they are viewing,"
Sister Mary Matthew said, while
watching two students mingle

SISTER MARY ADELE
... not part of show
among the psychedelic tot ins.
One figure, appropriately, that
drew the nuns’ attention was a
"freak -out" version of an angel
suspended from the ceiling.
It probably wasn’t quite the
type of angel the nuns had in

mind, being enormously fat and
bald headed.
"I think it’s watching us," Sister Adele whispered to her companion.
Both agreed the flashing lights
made the entire gallery look like
"an old time movie." "Everyone
seems to be moving so fast, including those standing still,"
commented Sister Matthew.
The nuns didn’t seem to attract much attention during
their visit. Most of the students
concentrated on the art show.
A tall, dark-haired girl, however, said to a boy standing next
to her, "I was scared by a nun
In Woolworth’s once.
"I walked around a counter
and she was standing right
them It surprised me."
Sisters Matthew and Adele
weren’t surprising many students at the all show. In fact
they spent a good deal of their
time asking students what they
thought of the display.
"The whole show is really
strange and exciting," said Sister Matthew, "but it’s almost as
much fun to watch the students
move amtind."
Sister Adele termed the show
"a completely new experience."

meeting, "When $30,000 of ASB
money is given to a publication,
the student body is owed a little
bit of accountability."
Daily News Editor, Rick Skinner,
yesterday agreed with Miner. "As
long as you give us money, you
can justify and we can understand
ASB efforts to influence the Daily.
But," he added, "I hope you will
try to understand our motivation.
A free press must be free from
pressure."
Senior Rep Ken Shackelford also
had stated previously that "if the
ASB did not give money to the
Daily, there would be no basis for
the Daily being responsible to the
student body."
CHANGE IRRELEVANT
Shackelford, however, apparently felt the "independent Daily"
proposal, with its provision for
alternative funding, had no bearing
on the action of council concerning the Publications Advisory
Board bill. Discussing the motion
to rescind third reading of the
bill, Shackelford stated, "The only
thing Spartan Daily has come up
with is a change of financing. This
in no way affects our bill."
Townsend, however, felt the "Independent Daily’s" funding provision precluded discussion of the
council bill. Said Townsend after
the meeting, "I don’t feel council
was confronting the problem we
have here at all, meaning financing."
In preface to the Daily presentation, Townsend had stated, "The
nature of the conduct of a college
newspaper is not parallel to any
other activity financed by ASB
funds. We don’t feel the Daily can
call itself a newspaper as long as
It accepts money each year which
can be determined or greatly influenced by political considerations."
"I don’t think nine people should
decide the fate of 22,000 students
and 200 faculty as far as what
kind of newspaper they receive,"

said Townsend in reference to the
council bill’s provision for choosing board membership.
COMMITTEE CHOICE
The board proposed by Miner
and Shackelford would include representatives of the six schools of
the college to be selected by the
Student Affairs Committeefof the
Academic Council, which itself is
composed of only two students,
the president and vice president of
the student body.
ASB President Jerry Spolter
called the bill, as approved, "paper
legislation." Said Spolter during

discussion of the motion to rescind,
"Passage of the bill is not necessary today or even by this council."
After council’s approval of the
bill, Spolter commented, "You are
forcing me into a position of possibly vetoing the bill, and I am
generally in favor of it."
Spotter has one week in which to
present his veto, but if he takes
such action, council could override
his decision by a two-thirds vote.
In the meantime, the "independent
Daily" proposal has been referred
to Miner’s Campus Policy Committee.

*

*

Spring Voting Dates
Approved by Council
By JEFF BRENT
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Absenteeism has been hitting
Student Council so hard the last
few weeks that the beginning of
yesterday’s council meeting was
delayed 45 minutes because of the
lack of a necessary quorum of 12
members to start the burincss of
the day.
Acting swiftly, once started,
council, in addition to passing the
Publications Advisory Board Bill,
approved 12-2-1 amendments to
the election code which were immediately signed by ASB President Jerry Spotter. The election
code, which had been in and out
of committee all semester, "becomes effective immediately and
supercedes all pior measures,"
according to Spolter.
Council, acting upon a recommendation to Spolter from Paul
Morey, election board chairman,
approved April 19-20 for the general ASB elections and set Friday.
April 7 aside for candidates’ orientation meeting in the cafeteria at

4 p.m. April 9 was designated by
council as the official date at
which campaigning be;:ri_ It 12
noon.
Phil Whitten, grad rep, feeling a
need for uniformity in the amount
of money which may be spent by
candidates, introduced a resolution
to the election code calling for a
limit by an arbitrary sum to the
amount of money each candidate
could spend on his election. Any
violations of his proposal, once
passed, would be referred to the
election board for review.
Whitten’s resolution failed by a
5-9-0 vote, but council then converted th’:. measure ’n’o 1.7ective
to the elections ho. 1 Council
asked the board to conduct "a
survey to institute the feasibility
of financial limitations upon candidates." The survey would then
be presented to council in the form
of resolutions.
In his weekly ASB report, Spolter told council of his pleasure at
learning the California State Board
(Continued on Page 3)

301 Donate

Blood Drive Winners Named
Winners of the SJS Blood Drive
have been anounced by Edward
E. Stone, blood drive chairman
from AFROTC.
Alpha Tau Omega was first in
the fraternity division with 72.4
per cent of the organization donating 55 pints.
The sorority winner was Delta
Zeta, donating 10 pints, equivalent
of 16.7 per cent of the organization.
The top winner among the residence halls, Royce Hall, had 10.5
per cent of its group donate 21
pints of blood.
Of the non-fraternal organizations, the winner was Phrateres.
From its membership of 34, the
Red Cross received 18 pints of
blood.
More than one-third of the total
blood donation was given by individuals on campus.
According to Stone, 393 persons
volunteered blood and all but 92
of them were accepted. The record
for the most blood received still
belongs to the Fall ’65 Drive
383 pints.
This semester’s Drive did obtain
11 more pints than were received
In the last semester.

Ph -,1 by red R ,,nberg
IN JUST A HALF HOUR, this woman student gave a pint of
blood and in turn received a credit card good for one year for
her and her family. Awards will be presented by AFROTC today
to the top blood donors in four divisions.
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Editorial

Subsidy Shackles Seen
eannot be a free Spartan
Daily until the Daily is free from direct ASH goNernment subsidy.
So long as tne receite a portion of
our operating expenses from student
got eminent. %e may not balk when
that goNernment desires to control. in
any degree they deem necessary; the
-pending of their monies.
Since. currently. we receite student
got eminent funds for the operation of
the student neuspaper. we should exst acquiesce to demands
pert and
for rontrol by student government.
rguments currently making the
rounds about the type and manner of
got eminent control of the Daily seetn
pointless.
Basically. the question is: Shall the
Spartan Daily be a free campus newspaper?
l loll! there is MUM‘ absOillte assurMire that student ginernment control
of the Daily be des oid of political influence. a free Daily cannot accept the
nt. or any
control of that goNer
oilier.
Uternately then. the Spartan Daily
must present a program of self-sufficiencN. if it is to refuse student government restrictions or policies.
Thr Daily currently supplies approximately two-thirds of its total operating expenses. The other one-third
.s from ASB got ernment allocaf’
tion subject to approt al by Student
nt.
Council and the ASB presideii
Student got ernment. in turn. rereit es its income from a mandatory fee
SJS student at
paid by each
registration.
Theoretically then. the Daily is partly funded by student contribution.
Theoretically. this is ideal.
ASB student
But the middle tnan
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operates on reality.
got ernment
Politics.
And the allocation of funds to the
Spartan Daily is a political consideration. Or could I.
The danger of ASB government restraint of a free Daily seems unrealistic
today. Relations between the Daily and
student gol eminent are mutually respectful. if not absolutely harmonious.
Thus. some find it hard to understand the concern we show toward attempts at structuring or rewriting ASB
got eminent control of the Daily.
But freedom is a
ance.tenuous thing, and
its sustenance is vigil
If we bow to our friend today, we
may knuckle under to our foe tomorrow.
And should we sit idle while ASB
goner
.nt. in all innocence and with
the best intention. strengthens an already intolerable grip on the freedom
of our columns. we shall be as gttilty
of strangulation of that freedom as the
worst of dietators.
If IN.- Nalue our freedom so lightly
that we use it as a sop to maintain
good will. we may one day find our
good will aimed straight at our hearts.
We prefer to resist now, to overreact on the side of freedom, rather
than acquiesce for the sake of peace.
e must. u hile we are able, have the
foresight. which cottncil lacks or denies,
to see the possibilities of factional takeovers in ASB government. We must
prepare to resist these take-overs. and
we must hate freedont to resist. If we
relinquish freedom now. to a good government. we may find a need for that
freedom all too soon.
The accumulation of power creates
ambit’
in people to attain that power. and the power seekers may be good
or eN
ASB government is a power source,
and criteria for its achievement do not
necessarily include scruples. Because
there has been no threat in the past
does not exempt us from the responsibility of scrutiny in the future.
Should the government be taken
over by the unscrupulous, the Daily
must be able to warn the students of
the danger. The only reason for a free
press is to insure the rights and freedom of man.
At San Jose State. the Spartan Daily
is dedicated to the presenation of those
rights and freedotns for every student.
We shall not relinquish that dedication without a fight.
The Spartan Daily sltall he frej.

get on the waves with a Mir
SURFBOARD

"His old movies weren’t bad enough in clearing the bar .. !"

Thrust and Parry

Pre-Election Antics Viewed
ASB Officer Interprets
Government Maneuvering
Editor:
An explanation seems to be needed in lieu
of the recent developments in student government. There seems to be much maneuvering taking place at the College Union.
First,

let us realize that even with his

"wit and articulation" Glen Williams was consistently a Spolter man. ’At the same time
Bill Wright, a Hendricks homover, rarely
tended his council obligations.
Vic Lee, a nice guy Who is

creative

totally un-

to change the election procedures so that the
president and vice president wouM run on
one ticket. This would enable Vic to join
forces with one of Jerry Spoiler’s fraternity
brothers

in

the

next election

(at

a

a

Now we get to the real power
student
government,
Gene Lokey. It is quite an open
II
I
secret that this one tirnc unsuccessful
presidential candidate is now sitting on the throne.
By the way, Lokey also happens to be the
roornie of Dick Miner, graduate representa-

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of
the editorial page offers students and faculty
chance to expren their views on campus, loyal,
national or international Issues. Space is ailowed
to encourage written dbates on such current affairs.
Contributions to Thrust nd Parry must not exceed
250 words, rnust be typwritten, double spaced
within 45-space margins and proprly signed with
the writer’s nem* and faculty or AS1 number. Th
Daily will not print letters which are libelous, in poor
personal attack. The editor retaste or include
serves the right to edit or cut letters to conform to
space limitations and to cease publication el letters
dealing with subjects he believes have been exhausted.

Hudson’s has a special way
with diamonds. A special
way of choosing distinctive
diamonds to please even the
most discerning customers.
At Hudson’s you’ll find an
exquisite selection of delightfully high styled settings.
Quality assured because it
comes from Hudson s.
start at

$87.50

Plexiglas Cut To Size
Complete Resincraft Supplies

1212 The Alameda, San Jose
292-8685
Open Mon. & Thurs. until 9 p.m.

1-Nuadls
56 South First Street
convenient

first he

emed to have agreed upon John Graham
se
but he recently has been purged by Larry
Lundberg/. Vic needs some of that Greek
vote to win.
The only fraternity man Who has expressed
any interest in the presidency is Treasurer
an independent
John Bruckman. More
thinker than Lee, Bruckman and I have refused to participate in Spoiler’s rubber stamp,
Executive Council, which was designed to
stop any anti-Spolter publicity from going
beyond the College Union.

Fascinating
Styling

TAP PLASTICS INC.

Ira Meltzer
ASB Atty. Gen.
AISI52

and indecisive, has been attempting

Diamond wedding sets

7

tive, and the other potential presidential
cancliclate.
L,et me add also that my name has been
one of those mentioned as a possible candidate. I have never denied them, for to do so
would have meant my elimination from this
fascinating game.
In any case, ASH government is not even
near the verge of becoming meaningful. This
means we have one of three choices. We can
accept the recommendation of President
Clark’s committee, investigating student government, and eliminate the the entire executive branch; abolish student government and
admit AI Mason was ahead of his time; or
we can "Turn on, tune in, and drop out," and
become a HEAD of this time.

Credit Available
Open Thursday Nighto

Phone: 205-0567
Parking In Bear of Store

4Good War Supporters
Must Hate Commies’
Editor:
Why doesn’t Richard Angeline say it like
it is? Do you want a sense of commitment
to

U.S. involvement in the Second Indochinese
hate Communists. You don’t have

War? Then

to love the United States, or the American

way

of life, liberty, justice, brotherhood, or

anything else. Just hate those dirty rotten
Conunies with all your might. It doesn’t matter whether in war newsreels or on Seventh
Street.
Hate them because they slaughter innocent
people and enslave millions. Hate them because they want to rule the world and crush
everything decent.
Hate them because they hate America and
they hate you, buddy.
The only way to beat them is to hate more
than they do. Hate enough to kill.
Do your fingers itch to pull a trigger or
grenade pin? Aim you aching to take revenge
for an the crimes they’ve committed arid all
the arudety they’ve caused you? Are you
ready to fight fire with fire and teach everybody a lesson once and for all? Are you hot
to shed blood?
If you’re not, you’ll never be a good war
supporter. All you’ll be is a pathetic confused
pawn In a power game too huge and complex
to clearly perceive, much less understand.
Steve Weller
A2616.

The austerity program for the mental hygiene services of the state of California will leav e many Californians
grIIing in disbelief. Can Go% ernor
Reagan really tnean to cut out entirely
from his budget one of the most successful of mental health experiments
in the nation. the day care centers at
San Francisco. Los Angeles and San
Diego? eId it difficult to believe
that lie can.
The (lay treatment center here, which
has been housed in an annex of Presbyterian Medical Center at 2340 Clay
Street. has been extraordinarily successful for the treatment of victims of
severe mental and emotional disturbances outside of the traditional hospital
setting. The COM a "reconstructing"
mentally ill persons in this ambulatory,
day-care facility is nearly a third less
than the cost in a state hospital. Reliable testimony holds that if such care
im withdrawn, the preponderant number of patients now progressing toward
mental health will slip back to desperate levels requiring their confinement in hospitals.
Not alone will the the state’s dollar
costs increase as a consequence, but
the degradation of Itutnan personality
which accompanies such a slipback
makes the prospect of the closing of
the (lay treatment centers unacceptable
in terms of ..... an charitableness.
While we recognize that the state
budget cutters expect the day-care
centers to be kept open at local expense. with the state’s subsidy reduced
to a partial one, we think it obvious
that cost-accounting procedures should
not be permitted to determine "economies" of this sort. Almost invariably
the cost - accounting approach will
I
a false economy.
The pathetic statements which we
: II paquoted from 18 and
tients nIur account of the threat to
the San Francisco center--"I’ve got
only a few weeks to get well," said
one; "then it’s back to the snake pit"
reveal the risk an II.nger of such
decision-making.
We earnestly hope that ... committee hearings ... at Sacramento will convincingly bring out to Gov ernor Reagan the unwisdom of eliminating the
day-care centers for the sake of wiping
out a few jobs and achiev ing the
"saving," probably wholly illusory, of
three quarters of a million dollars.
The San28,Fria9n6;isco Chronicle
March

Words of the Wise
There are two times in a man’s life when
he should not speculate: when he can’t afford
it, and when he can.
Samuel

Flowers are blooming, pollen fills the air.
Our haylever customers haven’t a care.
PocketBooks have been added to our
magazine stock, just for you people
that read a lot.
Spring shades are featured in our Cosmetic
lines.
Time to freshen up from the study grind.
A sundae or soda or a root beer float will
ease stomach pains Litil won’t cure
bloat.
Your doctor’s prefteriptiong can make you
feel better, faster.
If you neglect to take it, it could he a
aster.

eig college

Clemens

*
*
*
When a true genius appears in the world.
you may know him by this sign, that the
dunces are an in a confederation against him.

PharM"v tt
formerly Armstrong’s
10th & William
292-5502

Jonathan

Swift

EUROPE
ONE WAY

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS
Paris to Son Francisco
August 2 & August 4, 1961
San Frencisce to Paris or Brussel’
August 31 & September 3, Ital
A limited number of spaces Is
available for faculty, staff,
studenk of the California State
Colleges

Fare: $225 one way
Tax included
For information:
Office of International Programs
The California State Colleges
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, Clifornia 04132
NOTE: Flights ere designed to
fel* students to Europe for the
cadernic yearthis is not
a
round-trip flight to Europe.
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Prof Sees Mystery in Kennedy Death, ’Engineers’
Reviews Critic’s Book on Warren Study Conference
"President Kennedy’s death is
a murder myit or y," stated Dr.
Roland Lee, professor of English
and Humanities, at yesterday’s
Faculty Book Talk in the discussion of Edward Epstein’s "Inquest."
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CHART-PAK

PRESSURE- SENSITIVE

TAPES & SYMBOLS

Epstein, commented Dr. Lee, is
only one of many critics who appeared after the Warren Commission was formed, yet. Epstein’s
se-or k "is the most conservative."
His book was actually a result
of work he was doing for his M.A.
thesis at Cornell University.
The book is not concerned so
much with the assassination as
with the commission itself, its nature and activities. Epstein was
interested in the unusual nature
of this commission; as most cornmissions are established mainly to
gather information, this commission was concerned with discovering the truth.
"In Europe," asserted Dr. Lee,

v, as marked skepticism
about the Commission; most people
never believed the Warren Report."
The Commission was told to
find THE TRUTH, but the word
"national interest" arose continuously.
"In conclusion," stated Dr. Lee,
"Epstein felt that the members of
, the commission were swayed to
the ’national interest’, even though
he doesn’t question the integrity
of the members."
Dr. Lee, who received his Ph.D.
from Ohio State University, is experienced in writing mystery
stories published in Alfred Hitchcock’s
Mystery Magazine and
Ellery Queen’s Mystery Magazine,
"their

Council Sets Election Dates
Zeman, publicity; Julie Mai no,
scolar-in-residence; Toni Thomas,
secretary-treasures; and Marilyn
Lane, performing arts.

(Continued From Page )
of Trustees has assured the continuance of married student housing at SJS.
Spotter commended the ASS for
the effort it initiated at the beginning of the fall semester to
save Spartan City,
and
also
thanked Jim Marchello, spokesman for Spartan City, Jim Will,
former ASB public relations director, and the Student Council
for the immediate and and intensive attention they devoted to this
problem.
Slather also reported to council
that SJS will be host to a conference of the California State College Student Presidents Associalege Student Presidents Association
(CSCSPA) May 12, 13, and 14.
In other action, council approved
by a two-thirds vote the appointments by Spolter of the following persons to positions on the
College Union Program Board for
the remainder of the semester: Jeft

Just press down Chart-Pak
rectangles, work flow, data
processing and PERT symbols
in a variety of colors and
sizes. Available on white
opaque ledger paper and transparent film. You just connect
the symbols with lines of
Chart-Pak tape. Quick and easy
to use, quick and easy to
change. Have professional looking charts in minutes.

NEW

spartacamp Tickets
On Sale Next Week
Tickets ttr Spartaeamp -- an in tellectual weekend
will be sold
Monday, April 3, through Friday,
April 7, on Seventh St, and in
front of the Bookstore for $14,
according to Dick Wolfe, publicity
director for Spartacamp.
The Asilomar Conference
Grounds are used for the annual
event, which will take place Saturday and Sunday, April 15-16.
The camp, which began in 1953
as a leadership training camp, has
become a student -faculty conference, emphasizing discussions on
values, goals, and human relationships.

USED

and

VOLKSWAGEN
New and used VWs
Fi:om $299 to $1787
Plus tax and license

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
112 S. 2nd St.
292.1447
VALLEY FAIR
78 Valley Fair
Shopping Center
948-4171
MOUNTAIN VIEW
365 San Antonio Rd.
941.3600
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4M0 WWI Pliror ’OM, NM/WIMP,

RE.N1’.4/.S
SERVICE

What Is Understanding?
You ere invited to considr this
Ind other subiects with us.
Meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m.
Chapel at the c rrrrr of S.
Tenth and See Caries Streets.

Cliristiati

Science
Organization
a hair rut
to fit your

For

appearance
and personality.

Orientation Committee. Students
may sign up to be orientation leaders for the fall semester every day
until April 7. Sign-ups are held
from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. (Ti
Seventh Street and the College
Union. Last semester’s leaders who
wish to sin up again will not have
to be interviewed.
Christian Srienee Organization,
7:30 p.m., Chapel of Reconciliation,
South Tenth and San Carlos. All
are weleome.
Spartan Sabres, 7:30 p.m., Bavarian Room of the Garden City
Hofbrau.
TOMORROW
Newman (’enter, 79 S. Fifth St.
A weekend retreat will be held
from Friday night until Sunday
on the beach at Santa
Cruz, Interested students should
contact Denis Stratford at 2951771.

571 E. Santa Clara
293-9910

$2 to SJS Students
Rfizor

%jilt 1Sli card

irrits

COME tb
MIDDLE EARTH!
J. R. R. ’FOLK I EN’S
wonderful world of fantasy
Read
THE HOBBIT
The Lord of the Rings" Trilogy
THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING
THE TWO TOWERS

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, 7:30 p.m., New Wineskin
(basement of Grace Baptist Church
on Tenth Street). Topic for the
meeting will be "Urbana --- 1967
Missionary Conference." A film,
"Urbana 1964" will be shown.

THE RETURN OF THE KING
and
THE TOLKIEN READER

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, 3:30 p.m., ED107. Prayer
Fellowship. Everyone welcome.

95e each
wherever

MS Ski Club, 6 p.m., Fourth
and San Carlos. Ski trip to Alpine
Meadows until Sunday 11 a.m. The
cost is $13 for members, $16 for
non-members, and includes room
and transportation. Students
should pay at the Student Affairs
Office,

HALLANTINE BOOKS
are sold

Arab-American Club, 7:30 p.m.,
Shakey’s Pizza Parlor, 7105
Story Rd.
Psi Chi, 8 p.m., 111. Discussion
of SPAM meetings, spring membership and WPA trip.
Spartan (Motel, 8:30, Women’s
Gym. Dance with music by the
"Liquid Suspension." Donations
are 75 cents, girls; $1, men; $1.25,
non-member men; $1.50 a couple.
Angel

Flight, 7:30 p.m.,

Mailer

MI-I433.

SATURDAY, APRIL 1
ASA Recognition Committee. All
forms for recognition by ASS must
be turned into the student activities ofice by April 1. Forms are
available in the college Union and
the Activities Office.

09ealefer3
72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

(’ht Sigma Epsilon, 11 a.m., College Chapel. Brunch in cafeteria
following irritation ceremonies.
APRIL 2
Spartan Tr -C, Tri-C Building,
Third and San Antonio. At 9:40
a.m., there will be ra study in the
Book of Acts. At 5:45 in the
Church Auditorium, Second and
San Antonio, there will be a musical program.

Typewriters
NEW or USED

Modern Students (and their families)
know where to find most typewriters
at pleasing, practical prices.

RHAPSODY

PRICES

FROM

$125 TO $1500

11 You are cordially invited to visit flour Bridal Registry and
tee our 22 new patterns in chinaware. featuring:
Syracuse
Fine China
Crystal Stemware by Holmegaard Buda
front Sweden.

4

Oee/C19.-the deachateomfortableeleetrie shave

r
;

French Club, 12:30, A133. A
movie will be shown. Workshop
at 11:30 in Building N, 1A.

oil
a

The Norelco Rechargeable 40C. A single charge deiivers
twice as many shaves as any other rechargeable.
Workswithor without a plug. Shaves so close, we dare
to match it with a razor blade. Pop-up trimmer, too.
The Norelco Coraless ’Flip-Top’ 206 (not shown)
shaves anywhere on just 4 penlight batteries. Now with
convenient battery ejector. Microgroove heads and rotary blades. Snap-open wallet with mirror.

International 11..od Bazaar Com’tater, 5:30 p.m., E324. Represent-

Home Eeonottries Club, 7 p.m.. TUESDAY, APRIL 4
Conservation Club, 1:30 p.m.,
11E5. A club member will speak
on Brazil and show slides of the S227. A film, "Bulldozed America,"
will be shown.
country. Refreshments will be
served lifter the meeting.

Delta Phi Upsilon ifternoon
Holds Convention
Friday to Sunday
Delta Phi Upsilon, SJS elementary education honorary fraternity,
will be host for its first national
Friday
convention since 1935,
through Sunday.
The three-day convention will
be held at the Hyatt House, 1740
N. First St., San Jose. The Program will include study groups,
speakers, general meetings, and a
Leadership Training Meeting all
centered upon this year’s theme
"Rights for All Children."
The objective of the convention,
according to Beatrice Mullins,
Grand Council president, is to "discuss and consider legislative actions, research projects, and specific projects for teachers and parents to make more rights for
children a reality."
The purpose of Delta Phi Upsilon fraternity is to further the
principles of elementary education.
The SJS chapter collects foreign
books for the library to be put
into circulation for the use of the
school.
The speakers’ sessions are open
to the public, but the other activities are open to Delta Phi Upsilon
members only. One session costs
$1, while four sessions cost $3.
Further information and tickets
may be obtained by contacting
Sandy Hauser, publicity chairman
1294-04241.

Rediscover Cycling Joy
siti

t

3

atives from different groups, couriOccupational Therapy Club, 8 tries and ethinic groups should
a.m, to noon, bake sale in front of attend.
cafeteria and bookstore. Proceeds Spartan Oil, 7 p.m., Cafeteria A.
from the sale will go to the stuSCTA, noon, ED325. All those
dent affiliation scholarship fund.
interested in tutoring at the ele(ampus
Crusade for Christ. mentary and junior high !EVE+,
7 p.m., 3$4 E. William #1. This should attend.
Chess Club, 7:30, ED413.
"College Life" meeting will feature
Spartarantp Couttidttee. Tickets
"Personal War. How to Fight It,"
with Bill Mansdoerfer, manager of for Spartacamp ’67 will go on saleRadio Station KEAR, in San Fran- Monday through Friday at tables
located on Seventh Street,
cisco.

The Tripleheader 351’

- tastes! shaver
on Wheels.

southwest

1435 lorneelo
Phone 293.9766

-Go-

:HONDAS’, AlREL.

German Table, noon,
corner of the cafeteria.

77:77;77777’

SPARTAN SAMT-1

TODAY

The SJS chapter of the American Institute of Industrial Engineers will host 120 students and
visiting professors from colleges
in California, Arizona, Montana.
Oregon and Utah at their annual
convention today through Saturday.
Wilson J. Bentley, former AIIE
president and the head of the Oklahoma State University School of
Industrial Engineering and Management, will officially begin the
conference by speaking on "Programmed Management -Role for
Industrial Engineers" at 9:15 a.m.
Friday in ED100.
The three-day Western Regional
Conference will include talks by
Dr. W. Grant Iresan, executive
head of Industrial Engineering and
Management at Stanford University and Stanley McIntyre, Consulting Industrial Engineer from
San Francisco.
Other events planned during the
conference include panel discussions, reading of technical papers
written by students in attendance,
an Awards Banquet and business
meeting to conclude the week.
Dennis M. Yeager, senior industrial engineering major, is president of the SJS chapter of AIIE
and is co-chairman for the conference.
The AIIE is a campus organization ". . . for those engineering
students who have chosen to major in a field that combines the
technical training of the engineer
with management skills."

Special student runes are an
effect for the matinees-only engagement of the National Shakespear Company at the Circle
Star Theatre in San Carlos, tomorrow through Saturday. The
shows to be presented at 11 a.m.
and 3 p.m. include "Much Ado
About Nothing," and "Julius
Caesar" and "Hamlet."

"I guess you’re right,
Miss Swinging Campus Queen.
Those 18 amazing rotary blades,
3 floating Microgroove heads,
that sideburn trimmer, coil-cord
and on/off switch sure saved
the day for me!"

29Iff

Spartaguide

Starts Today

Student Matinees

"Cheer up, No. 51.
Anyone can trip
over 3rd base.
But thanks to your
close Norelco shave,
you looked marvelous
doing it:’

mare%

RI

IN

as si afilia

8%.
Modern Office Machines
124 E. San Fernando
293-5283

1

72 S. Find
293.4588

San Jose

Mailer
jeareteri

St.

Phone 297-0920

Nt’estgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051
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IIntramural Announcements

I Snoopy vs. Red iloronP

should contact him in MG121.
Intramural Director Dan Unruh
A meeting of all softball team
still needs officials for slow-pitch captains will be held in MG201,
softball and all persons interested next Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. Fastpitch softball entries are due April
5 with slow-pitch entries due
April 12.

IsAaster

More Couples

THE COLLEGE PLAN
exclusively for
THE COLLEGE MAN

come to

Carlyle Jewelers

Tracksters Prime for Stanford Meet
By JIM STREET
Spartan DaUy Sports Editor
If the SJS track team listens to
reports coming out of Stanford it
could be a long afternoon on The
Farm this Saturday.
According to Payton Jordan, the
head track coach at Stanford, his
thinclads seemingly have as much
of a chance at beating the Spar-

EUROPE
’67

in Palo Alto
for their

Diamond Rings
They has t’ shopped and
compared and have found
that Carlyle’s prices are
never higher -- and, in
most instances. substantially lower than prices
elsewhere
for the same
quality diamonds.

JET
v.
CHUCK THOMPSON

1144

Past Recorder
Sigma Alpha Mu

Fr’r"

says
I Bought My

’399 inc..

Jet Round Trip
Chartered Flight
Los Angeles
Is London:
ria 707 Jot

Juno 13.
Sept. If

From San Jos*
to London:
via 707 Jot

Jane 27Aug. 7

From Oakland
to Brussels:
via 707 Jet (1437)

June 17Aug. 29

From

INSURANCE POLICY
because

SONATA Ills
ALSO TO SISTS

SAN JOSE STUDENTS
SAVE 200
WITH ASB CARD

. .. Guaranteed by a top
Company
. No War Clause
... Exclusive Benefits at
Special Rates
. . . Premiums Deferred
until you are out of
school

535 Bryant Street
Downtown Palo Alto
323-2834
Open Thursday nite until 9 p.m.

tans as Snoopy has in beating the
Red Baronwhich is nil.
A big job for Spartan coaches
Bud Winter and Tracy Walters
this week is to keep their tracksters primed for the meet.
The Stanford repot Is have a
touch of "reverse psychology" attached that would put the finishing touches on April Fool’s Day.
Jordan may be the one who is
fooled when SJS does not appear
rolling over and playing dead on
overconfidence.
On paper, the Spartans and Indians possess about the same type
of teams.
"They are strong where we are,"
Winter said, "and they are weak
where we are weak."
The Spartans will enter the competition as the favorite, but this
ranking does not mean much when
the big meet between the two
schools arrives.
Last year, SJS boasted one of
its strongest teams, but still lost
by 20 pointsand this defeat remains high on the revenge list for
many of the Spartans.
Winter is pulling out all stops
in the meet and is sending his
best in the events.
In the sprints, four of the fast-

est men on the team will be opposing each other. Tommie Smith,
the world record holder in the
220 will join teammates Lee Evans
and Bob Griffin in the event, with
John Bambury being an alternate.
Smith has covered the distance in
20.0 while Evans’ fastest time is
21.0 and Griffins’ 21.4.
Smith, Griffin and Pat Moran
are entered in the 100-yard dash,
while the SJS relays will include
Smith and Evans.
SJS’ mile relay team, still undefeated, will have Bambury and
Ken Shackelford joining Smith and
Evans, while Griffin and Bambury
along with Smith and Evans make
up the 440-yard relay.
The Indians showed power last
week in the Easter Relay at Santa
Barbara when they finished second, five points higher than SJS.
Pole-vaulter Jim Eshelman has
cleared 16-11 3/4, and finished
second only to USC’s Bob Seagren last week.
In the long jump the Indians
feature Craig Vaughn and Bud
Walsh. Vaughn has a 24-5 3/4
jump to his credit, with Walsh
jumping a high of 24-4.
Walsh will double and compete

Air and Land arrangements by:

SAN JOSE TRAVEL SERVICE
223 S. First Street
297-8000

505 S 10th St.
286-6700

Not state college sponsored
or controlled

DAILY LESSONS
2 to II p.m.

Special Discount
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
just present your staff or
ASB card

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

%AM

cameras
Projectors

Supplies
Equipment

developing printing
rentals
repairs

cot joJe
CAMERA SHOP
245 South

First

BRIDES TO BE
Visit our photo studio any time during April to arrange
wedding photos and receive a free bride book, a must
for that special girl on her special day. Regular $3 value.

1027 Town & Country Village

243-5761

Heard of Baha’u’llah?
Better find Out Fast!
Group Discussion Tomorrow Night
at 8 p.m. 231 San Fernando #12

Call or Writ*
Prof. David Maga
1526 Arbutus Dr., S.J.
264-9275 after 8 p.m.

Jim Hereof
Frank Hoey
J. M. Eaton
Darwin Shoop
Fidelity Union Life I nnnnnn co

Call 867-3728 or 286-5487

FLO STURGEON

(for state college students, fac-

COLLEGE MASTER
outline . . . contact

In the high hurdles with Tom
Kommers.
Stanford also has a fine triple
jumper in Ian Arnold who has
leaped 49-5 3/4.
The meet will also feature a
match between the frosh teams
They are scheduled to start at
12:30 p.m. with the varsity contingent taking the field at 1:30.

Mind Exploration
Concentration
Meditation

RAMSEY STUDIO

ulty and their immediate families)

For Your

Carlyle
Jewelers

YOGA

For Information Call 294-3480 or 297-4372
Free Refreshments

Sergio Mendez
BRASIL ’66

THURSDAY, MARCH 30 at p.m.
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Tickets: Balcony $3
Main Floor $4
SAN JOSE BO% OFFICE
40 W. SAN CARLOS
295-0888

Enclose self-addressed
stamped envelope
Mail orders accepted

Drive
In

EL RANCHO
294.2041

IMPROVING FAST Since becoming a member of SJS’ undefeated mile relay team several
weeks ago, John Bambury has
been one of the most improving
trackman. In his last appearance,
Bambury flashed a 48 second
flat split in the mile relay event
at the Easter Relays in Santa
Barbara. This week the speedster
will join his teammates in Stanford for the big dual meet
against the Indians.

Alma & Vine
James Coburn

"IN LIKE FLINT"
plus Rod Taylor

"THE LIQUIDATOR"
Both Cinemascope & Color

TROPICAIRE

S. Screen

1969 Alum Rock
Wild Angels Are Back

"RIOT ON SUNSET STRIP"
and
"YOUNG SINNERS"

FOX

’.0LITH FIRST ST
al SAN CARLOS

Each of these
timepieces is
guaranteed to give
you the precise
time of day.

SAMNA GENERAL CEAPPRITION

A

BAYSHORE
Onovl 11.4

, 293-7007

21S.S1159

A FOX WEST COAST THEATRE
Po fast at Unto,. in,

DAILY FROM 12:45

OPEN AT 6, SHOW AT 7

FLINT STRIKES maim
in the Virgin Islands...
where the bad guys...
are girls!

These U.S. Air Force officers are
getting what they want out of life.
You can be one of them.

20th CENTURY- FOX
RiSRI11

What are they doing? They are performing
a job of importance. Hour after hour. Year
after year. Many of them will serve for 20 or
more years. The fruitful part of a man’s life.
Will yours be fruitful and creative?
Or just spent?
You’re going to college to do something
constructive, important. And you can be sure
of it, in the U. S. Air Force.
Start now in the Air Force ROTC program
on your campus. Your Professor of Aerospace Studies will explain the variety of
career opportunities. Pilot. Navigator. Engineering. Science. Administration.
If you get in on it, you get paid to be part
of the most exciting technological breakthroughs of all time. You’ll become a leader,
an officer in one of America’s most vital
organizations., the U. S. Air Force.
You can be part of the Aerospace Age
when things are most exciting.. at the begin-

ning. While you serve your country, the
whole universe will open up to you.
There’s a 2 -year Air Force ROTC program,
and the 4-year program has new attractive
scholarship provisions.
Lots of men waste their working years.
But you don’t have to be one of them.
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Box A, Dept. RCP -72
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148

The new...

sixs.ed

A SAID DAVID PRODUCTION

Ann

JAMES COBURN

(please print)
COLLEGE

CLASS

DAVID N1VEN
WHERE THE SPIES ARE

ADDRESS

COLOR
STATE

ZIP

’NI"
Tile look of leadership crafted le
lefif sold ... Faceted hand-ap.)
plied mallets. Shockenitected
8200.00

No watch gives that guarantee.
These are not conventional
watches. When you come
in, ask to see the only
electronic wrist timepiece:
Accutron:

:inemascope Color by Deluxe
FOX CO -HIT

NAME

CITY

IMAUTION
*IOW model with full figured
easyto-read Mal. Waterproof’
shookprolected.

Flint adventure...

BAYSHORE COHIT

ROD YIOR-!R[VOR

rEsis
taill011)1t
lay
. PHIACION
....MEIROCOLOR

Service tmth Enter-ay

Ow

91 SOUTH FIRST STREET, Downtown SAN JOSE
Monday & Thursday until

9 p.m.

Parking Tielmis Validated

387 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE, SAN JOSE

Open Mon., Then. & Fri. until 9:30 p.m.

Fro* Parking in Front of Store

tOuffrefffmod for cosmos monthly stswtSty within 50 seconds. W.
*OAP
tIm 0 thlt !elven., If ...air Guarani. Is for one full year,
.’Whon cats ootal and crown ate Intact

SE

All-Star Judokas Piactice Tennis Squad
With Spartan Team Today To Entertain

SPARTAN DAILY-6
Thursday, March 30, 1967

"The New
Wineskin"

College Student Center
10111 & San Fernando Streirfs
it.hcre the atmosplwri,

CASUAL

Stuclnts enjoy coffee and conver
sation in our modrn lounge.

QUIET
Our study rooms prcr.ide an ex
cIlent place for concentrated
study.

SJS received another dividend
from its substantial judo bank account of victories Tuesday when
a Japanese High School All -Star
team arrived on campus to practice for an April 1 meeting with a
United States All-Star team in
Fresno.
Members of the twelve athlete,
four coach squad are staying with
families in the San Jose area, and

LIVELY

Us* of pool and ping pong tables
and gymnasium

STIMULATING

Watch for our Thursday and Sunday night programs.
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME
8 am.-Midnight Mon. to Thurs.
e.m.-I cm. Fri. & Sat.

hue C1a441c quitirr4
Lutes by Hauser
Excellent Selection of Baroque Blockflotes
Superb Instruments of the Highest Quality

litcConi
810 Town &

Football Meeting
296-6113

Country Village

SCREEN SCENES
,(//titfle ,,(404 rmi/ic na/ 47eft(re’,1
THE FINEST FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC FILMS

I

WE’RE AWARD HAPPY*

comEma

BURBANK

522 S. Bascom
San Jose 295-7238

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT-14th WEEK
* LYNN REDGRAVE . . . "Best Actress" NY Film Critics
Best Comedy Actress Golden Globe Awards and . . .
NOW NOMINATED FOR 4 ACADEMY AWARDS... BEST
Actress. Song. Cinematography and Best Supporting
Actor.... James Mason.

Lhor snille .o rgy s

This is Georey.

MILIRSIAPICTURISreew
GI

This is Geoigys
roommates roommate.

.

,1
441
,l,:je:
1

’7,I.Hiz,

eC9R6Y L

._

JAMES MASONS ALAN BATES LYNN REDGRAVE
21st SMASH
WEEK
* TWO GOLDEN GLOBE AWARDS... BEST DRAMATIC
ACTRESS and BEST FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM ... and
NOW NOMINATED FOR 4 ACADEMY AWARDS ... BEST
Actress ANOUK AIMEE. BEST Foreign Film. BEST Story.
Screenplay. BEST Direction ...

TOWNE

1433 THE ALAMEDA
297-3060

WHAT? YOU HAVEN’T SEEN "A MAN AND A WOMAN" ONCE?
WOULD YOU BELIEVE ONE OF OUR PATRONS HAS SEEN IT 9 TIMES?
COME SEE WHY FOR YOURSELF, YOU TOO WILL BE A BELIEVER! I

GRAND PRIZE WINNER 1966 CANNES FILM FESTIVAL

A MAN
)-4),*)0 ANd A WOMAN 4444-44%
ar"’":7

astir OA. IRMO

STUDIO

292-6778
396 South Fleet
"RIOT ON SUNSET STRIP"
and
"YOUNG SINNERS"
Student Discount Rates

OS

practiced here Tuesday and yesterday, and will work out here
for the last time today at 12 noon
In MG207.
Leading the visiting contingent
is Hoso Kawa, a judo coach in
Japan for 20 years, and now principal of Kumitachi High School in
Japan and president of the Japanese National High School Judo
Federation.
Kawa, who will lead the team
on a three week tour of the United
States, explained that SJS was
chosen as a training site because
of the friendliness of the people,
the SJS judo reputation and the
recommendation of SJS judo Coach
Yosh Uchida,
With Uchida acting as interpreter, Kawa explained that while
the Japanese team is an all-star
squad, it isn’t the strongest high
school team in Japan since the
players each represent one of the
ten school districts in the country.
The athletes are all 17 years
old and equivalent of juniors in

memoir IIRD911)

rolewon

VISIT YOUR
NEIGHBORHOOD
THEATER

The Sal football team aspirants will hold a meeting in
M0201 today at 3:30, aceordbm
to head football Coach Harry
Anderson.
Anyone planning on turning
out for spring practice should
attend the meeting which will
Include Instruction by the
coaches on the beginning of
spring practice, scheduled to
start nest week.
The trial for more than 100
varsity hopefuls MS conclude
with the annual alumni game
In May.

’Dunk’ Nixed
For College,
High Schools
Basketball’s heirarchy made another move this week to decrease
the big man’s advantage in both
college and high school competition.
The National Basketball Committee of the United States and
Canada outlawed the dunk shot in
preparation for the 1967-68 season.
John Bunn, official interpreter
for the committeei explained that
the move was to thwart the stall
and balance defensive play.
"This should equalize the defense
and offense in play around the
basket . . . because the dunking
maneuver does not give the defense an opportunity to block the
shot "
The move came after UCLA and
its 7-1 giant Lew Alcindor, swept
to the NCAA national championship without a loss all season.
This has followed a stream of
moves in the past ten years, trying to give the small man a better chance against his bigger opponent. Some have included the
widening of the free throw lane,
stricter interpretation of the three
second and goaltending rules.

Discussion Tonight
A panel discussion on the kind
of emphasis desirable in athletics’
at SJS will be discussed tonight
at 7:50 in JC141.
The discussion, which lo sponsored by Phi Epsilon Kappa will
Include several professors from
the SJS physical education de1 partment.

United States high schools. All are
first or second degree black belt
holders, and have approximately
equal ability in judo.
This Is the first trip to the
United States for both players and
coaches and, as Kawa explains.
"We didn’t know what to expect,
but everyone we’ve met so far has
been very kind to us."
Preparation and first Inquirements about the trip were started
in May of last year, and the team
was selected in October.
Although nothing official has
been said, Kawa hopes the trip
will be the start of a continuing
enterchange of Japanese and
American teams.

Choose from our large briectitot
of Arrow Shirts
at

(Macys men’s 5:i store))

Indians Today

street floor, Macy’.

Hopeful of making its biggest

Tapers

move yet to install itself as a
Northern California tennis power,
SJS plays host to two strong clubs
this week.
Today

the

Spartans

Play it smart in the trim ivy
styling of A-1 Tapers slacks!
There’s a gallery of sharp
NO -IRON fabrics and new

entertain

Stanford, and tomorrow Brigham
Young University invades the
Spartan courts. Both contests start
at 2 p.m.

colors for guys who
insist on the authentic!

The Sparta are counting on their
top two men, Greg Shepherd and
Gordy Miller, to preserve their outJudo, while popular in Japan. standing dual meet records. Both
Isn’t the dominant sport, accord- have lost only one match in seven
ing to Kawa, who rates baseball, outings.
In addition to those two, coach
basketball and ping pong ahead of
judo in numbers of people parti- Butch Krikorian will go with Steve
cipating. However, he hastens to Jones, Mike Price, Mary Parsons
add that judo is important, and and Yosh DeGuchi.
Is highly paphlar, particUlarly on The Spartans are in the midst
of a busy schedule, playing 10
a high school participation level.
Members of the SJS team, who matches in 11 days. Next week
are preparing for the NCAA col- they have dual matches Tuesday
legiate championships in Spartan through Friday.
The SJS varsity racketeers will
Gym on April 15 and 16, worked
out with the visitors Tuesday and join freshman standout Randy
Yesterday, and will practice with Berkman in the San Jose Allthem again today. Uchida says Comers meet this Saturday and
students are welcome to watch Sunday after a full week of dual
meets
the practice.

Taufer, Christensen
Saddle Santa Clara
By JOHN JACKSON
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
Spartan baseballers walked boldly into the barn yesterday, and
saddled the powerful Santa Clara
Broncos with a 7-5 defeat before
a large and vociferous crowd of
disillusioned Santa Clara rooters
at Buck Shaw Stadium.
Junior southpaw George Tauter
came out of the bull pen in the
seventh inning to throttle the
Broncos and preserve the win, for
sophomore stalker Rod Chrietensett making only his second pitching appearance of the year, Tauter
gave up three hits in the last three
iruihigi, but came up with the big
out pitch at the right times to
preserve the Spartans’ fourth win
of the year.
Christensen, who lett for a pinch
biter in the sixth, kept the Santa
Clara batters off balance with a
wide breaking curve that had the
Broncos popping up and grounding I
out.
The Spartans pushed across the
winning runs in the seventh
Inning, breaking a 5-5 tie with only
one hit.
Bart Spina, a former Bronco
regular, started the rally by being
hit by the pitcher. Tony Hernandez then blooped a single into
center field for the third of his
four hits to send Spina to second.
Shortstop John Besse forced Spina
at third by grounding to short, but
catcher Ray Valconesi, walked to
load the bases.
Pat Garvey then drove home
what proved to be the winning
run with a line out to right field
that scored Hernandez who slid
under the attempted tag in a
close play at the plate.
Ordinarily good fielding second
baseman Alvin Strane next handed
the Spartans an insurance run

Fair

when he fumbled Bruce Young’s
grounder.
After the first of two Rod Austin
horneruns had given Santa Clara
a 2-1 lead, Valemesi started SJS
on the victory trail with a three
run shot over the left -center field
fence that put SJS ahead 4-2.
After a double by Spina and a
single by Hernandez had upped the
score to 5-1 in the fifth, Santa
Clara tied the score in the bottom
of the inning with Austin’s second
round tripper and some sloppy SJS
fielding.
CAPS presents ACT’S

wac

wild

At nearby campus stores,
or write: A-1 Kotzin Co.,
1300 Santee Street,
Los Angeles, California 90015

CAMPUS HEADQUARTERS FOR
A-1 TAPERED SLACKS
P14
MEN’S
WEAR

52 S. FIRST ST.
295-0868

ESCAPE TO THE CLUB
MEDITERRANEE . . .
two weeks in

TAHITI
$585 total

deligkTrill.1111111111.111111
111111111111111111111

TRIP INCLUDES:
Round Trip Air Fare
Hotel and Meals
Tips
Free Scuba Diving,
Snorkeling, Sailing, Water Skiing,
and Deep Sea Fishing.

FO? UR
PERFORMANCES
ONLY
Friday, March 31

THREE WEEKS-8630

PALOALTO NIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIU
TICKETS NOW ON SALE

Claire .ravel Service

$4.00: 3.50 and 2.75
By mail: "FRINGE"
1101t 11786, Polo Alto
For information phone 321.1190

W. San Carlos
Phone 297-1700

74

219 Town & Country Village
Phone 241-2100

The United man is coming!
He’s offering Professional Careers for

ENGINEERSACCOUNTANTSPROGRAMMERS
BUYERS
And Many Others
United is a big airlinethe world’s largest, in fact.
And United needs men who are willing to take on a
big job.
These career opportunities are available at United’s
San Francisco Maintenance Bate, the world’s largest,
most modern and complete airline maintenance facility.
United salaries are excellent and there are employee
benefits galore, including reduced air fares.

Drive-in and Dining Room Service
..

,..,.\
II

TIC S
’TACOS
You could fly to Mexico to get
authentic Mexican food . . .
but it’s easier to go to Tico’s.

Phone Orders 297-8421

4th and St. James

Free to

San Jose

Students
25c to others
A

new booklet, published by a
educational foundation, tells which eareer field lets
you make the best use of All
your college training, including
liberal -arts courseswhich
career field offers 100,000 new
jobs every year which career
field produces more corporation
presidents than any otherwhat
starting salary you can expect.
just send this ad with your name
and address. This 24 -page,,,
career -guide booklet, "Oppor;
cuticles in Selling," will be
mailed to you, No cost or obligation. Address: Council on Opportunities,550 Fifth Ave., New

non-profit

The United man
will be on campus
Tuesday, April 4
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Come and talk to him
You, too, may join the people who ...

"FLY THE FRIENDLY SKIES"
Contact the student employment
office for an appointment.
The United man
is an
Equal Opportunity
Employer

United
Air
Lines

York 36, N. Y.,

Ad

41-NPARTAN DAILY
Thursday:, Nlarch 30, 1967

Graduate Student
To Give Recital

Job Interviews

-0410-

Accounting, economics, business
administration and related maW. T. Grant Company. Liberal
jors wanted for staff accountants.
arts, business administration, retaining. marketing and economics
Helene Farras Joeph, SJS gradmajors wanted for on-the-job trainuate student seeking her 51.A. in
ing in store mtmagement.
music, will present her graduate
ank of America N.T. and S.A.
in
night
at
8:15
recital tomormw
Concert Hall. Admission is free. Business and liberal arts majors
The soprano, who has performed wanted for management training
Students eligible for either
professionally: in New York for in branch banking for branch lo- President’s Scholar or Dean’s Schofour years, will sing compositions cation analysts and system an- lar rank are urged to check the
drawn from the Classical, Roman- alysts.
list of students who sIU be recogtic, Impressionistic and ContempoOwen-Illinoln. Electrical, indus- nized at the Honors Convocation,
rary pericxis, including such com- trial and tnechardcal engineering, May 5, according to Dr. Mervyn
posers itS Schubert, Debu.ssy and industrial technology, business ad- Cadwallader of the Tutorials Cencontemporary composer Copland. ministration, pmduction manage- tel’. The list is pasted outside
Miss Joseph was soloist in SJS’ ment
majors room 107, Building R.
marketing
and
pmudction of "Messiah" last fall.
President’s Scholars must have
winted for manufacturing trainees.
at least 24 units with a 4.0 GPA
sales ancl project engineers.
for the preceeding two semesters.
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and
Dean Scholars must have at
Company. Accounting majors
least 14 units with a 3.65 GPA for
wanted for junior accountants.
ng seeither of the two pt.,
Price Waterhouse and Company. mesters.
TODAY

Scholars’ Names
Posted for Honors

B111

Student Leaders
Needed To Guide
New Fall Students
Students interested in becoming
orientation leaders for the fall semester may sign up for interviews in fmnt of the cafeteria between 11:30 and 1:30 p.m. this
co
t o Berel Isaacs,
week acrding
assistant chairman of the orientation committee.
Isaacs said 130 to 145 student
leaders are needed to guide new
students around the campus regis-

3 Hershey Bars

5c

2 Rolls Toilet Paper 10c
2 Rolls Paper Towels 19c
1 Box Cheer Soap . 24c

This is a
Cool Cat.
What breed
of cat
are you?
r.

,Mart

Cat.

2 Bars Ivory Soap ..
Ajax Cleanser
you just

r xy it cool.

. 1,1 that offers .
wards, sec, ,
faction. Ard
ship Program
to earn while

-a can begin ,
,,ar,n -Ales wh;rt.
busin
r
.
own
’
.-ood
,
, oi finar,cia, re,rd personal sat:sCampus Intern.
gives you a chance
you learn.

Playritcool. cat. Plan now for
;r foturn F
- our Car,:

Ben Reichmuth, C.L.U.
Manager

PROVI
wilt
IN3L,f/ahlt I.

ENT

00.1PaM1

210 N. 4th

Crest large size

Sc
Sc
29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of S2

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

We are a rapidly expanding billion dollar retail
chain of over 1100 storeswith a reputation for paying top incotnes.

MONDAY
APRIL 3

4th 8. William
6th & Keyes

L. N. BLOCK
W. T. GRANT CO.
1441 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N.Y.

13th & Julian
.51511LIMIL

At COLLEGE LIFE
I
384 E. William
March 30 ... 7 p.m.

TOUR: 71 Days
JUNE 18 to AUG. 27

sl 099 hic

ts

RENT
(student rates)

By Campus Crusade for Christ

Itinerary:
England France
Switzerland
Monaco
Italy
Austria Holland Denmark
Sweden Finland
West
Germany
East Germany
Greece Yugoslavia Poland
Soviet Union Czechoslovakia
Hungary and Belgium

$1,498 From
West Coast
For Free Folders
and Information

Late model standard
New portables
Rental -purchase
Fre dlivery

Seniors:

CALL

297-8000

positions in various departments

96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
295-676S

San Jose Travel Service
223 S. First St., San Jose

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS (11
$401 JET to Amsterdam June 25.Sept. 5
I including 4-week study course at Alli
I ance Francaise, Paris. Dr. Milton French,
(213) 274-0729 or write 9875 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills. Or Jet package
only, New York-London $253 June 16Sept. 6.

2 -BEDROOM unfurnished apartment. $80
per month. 5 minutes from SJS. Call 2935995.
WANTED TO RENT: 3 -bedroom furnished home or apartment for the month
of July or the whole summer. Phone 2958341.

THE INTERNATIONAL HOUSE. Roomy.
kitchen, TV, piano, patio. 596 S. 10th or
SINGLE STUDENTS: Trip to Carmel call 293-9877.
April 1. Including hootenanny. Call 269.
LARGE, 2-BEDROOM furnished apart
2041 for more information.
ment. Just painted. Electric kitchen.
PROF LEAVING SJS in August. Must Wall-to-wall carpets. $130 month. 65 S.
sell Willow Glen Eichler. 4-bedroom, fam- Ilth.
ily room, atrium. Carpeted, drapes, landscaped. Appraised at $26,500. Assume FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. April
43/4*/0 loan. Asking $25,900. Contact Dr. 1st. Upper division preferred. Large 2 bedroom apt. $40 per mo. 298-1164.
Fessenden, Ext. 2469 or 266-2287.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
’66 HONDA 50. Perfect condition. $175
See it any day after 3:30 p.m. at 65 S.

MEN. LARGE cheerful rooms. large
closets, wall-to-wall carpet. Furnace heat.
406 S I I th.

HOME-LARGE, 3 -bedroom furnished or MARRIED COUPLE, Deluxe 2 -bedroom,
unfurnished. Nice yard. 2 blocks from rug, elect. 1,t,hen, drapes, pool, patio,
water & garbage paid. Unfurn. 431 S.
school. Good condition. 406 S. Ilth.
I I th.
GRAD & SENIOR student need roommate. Will have own bedroom. 1/2 block MALE ROOMMATE to share modern, 1 from campus. 286-3987.
bedroom apartment with pool. $55 a
month. 680 S. 8th, #2. 297.1460.
RESPONSIBLE FEMALE ROOMMATE
wanted, immediately to share large,
LOST AND FOUND 16 /
clean I -bedroom furnished apartment
with pool. Reasonable. 297.6702 early
a.m. or after 5:30 p.m.
LOST: YOUNG orange, male cat, Saturday night, 6th & Santa Clara. Please reMALE ROOMMATE needed to share turn. Reward. 297-4383, 286-1319.
ultra -sharp, 2.1sedroom apartment. TV,
stereo, etc. Ask at 641 S. Ilth, #I2.
LOST: SIC I2-inch slide rule in leather
case. Principle involved. Please return.
MALE ROOMMATE needed to share 2- Ron Edwards, 297-1974.
bedroom, 2-bath apartment with 3
others. 2 blocks from SJS. 293-1210.
FOUND ON BEACH: Cooler, grates, &
sleeping bag. Call Watson, 323-8631 at
BOARD & ROOM, reasonable. Clean, Stanford Universoty.
quiet. non-Bohernian! Prvt. home, Willow
LOST: GRADUATION RING. White
Glen. Naar shepping & bus. 2955743.
gold, garnet stone. Reward. Call collect.
948- I 149.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

’69 FORD 4.cloor. Good condition. Trade
for motorcycle or scooter. Call Gary.
287-0815.

TEST’ - CIVIL
WAR-

’

’RS FORD WI. 2door. Good running
condition. Best offer. 379-1814, between
5:30-8:00_p.m.

2, WHO wAS

’55 PONTIAC. Radio & heater, automatic transmission. Good transportation.
$150. Call 286-0946 1-5 p.m., MWF.

WHAT GraEAT SENERAL WAS CRITICIZED
fq HIS AID FOR
SLEEpoRG C14 HIS
too:
4. won’ numocoas ws:51.TE7.4 =cram
ermik‘i!gime MICST AirtE OUT?

1963 VW. Radio, heater. Very good condition. Original owner. $950. Call 258E309.
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D(QUISITE, REASONABLE typing: book
reports, compositions, theses, efc. Done
et home of Miss Carey. 2934700.

’64 TRIUMPH 1AC/TORCYCLE. 350 cc.,
2 exhaust. Excellent road & street bike.
Good condition. $500 or offer. Eves. &
weekends.

KNOW WHAT YOU want to say, but
not sure how to say it? Editing, re-writ.
ing. Jane, 867-1065.
TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed.
Call 243.6313 behveen 9 a.m. and 8 p.m.
FOR BEGINNERS: Classical & folk
tar lessons. 10 private lessons for $20.
Free use of guitars. Ferguson’s Music
House, 30 E. San Fernando. S.J. 292.
0143.
t

RECORDS--singles, 77c. ALBUMS52.64 mono, $3.37 stereo. AUTO STERE0S--Custom tapes. Tapes ExclusiveDiscount Records. 575 E. Santa Clara St.,
297-3986.

C’274%
CLA56 - IT HA5 EVEN BiZOUCti
OiNEONE IN HERE lh

utr46 tog NOM5’

BEAUTIES’ 13" alloy wheels, chrome
rims, 4 lug pattern. $90 takes. TR-3 top,
tonneau & curtains. Slide rule, $5. New,
42 long black suit with vest. 241-5053.

1PAR1rA141 DAILY ringCLASSIFIEDS
20,000 doorbells."

GO GO GIRLS,
resses, end rock
part time. Call
2121 S. 1st. Ask

cocktail waitresses, waitand roll band. Full or
Rock Roof Restaurant,
for Tem. 266-3088.

COOKWARE AND HOPE CHEST
ITEMS. The new 1967 Vollmth Triple
Earning Program is sweeping the entire
West Coast. Absolutely no competition
with this exclusive high quality merchan
dise. No canvassing, leads furnished. Im
mediate Commission and salary plus $100
Recruiting Bonus. Get with this fast
growing,
money-making
organization
NOW! Will train. Part time. Apply 1060
Willow, Room 3. San Jose, or call 256.
3193 or 266.8847 for appointment.
MALE STUDENT who is finishing school
in June to work Saturdays until June,
then full time from then on. Retail photo
graphic sales. Camera Shop, 541 Bryant
St., Palo Alto, 322-1715.
HOUSING (SI
WANTED: TWO GIRLS fel live in fur
nIshed rooms. $36 per month. 596 S. 10th
or call 293.9877.
’BEDROOM furnished apartment.
I
Tradewinds, 633 S. 8th. $115 month. Free
parking 3 blocks from campus. See
eos,. or phone 286-4260.
2-IEDROOM house. Pertly furnished,
stove. refrigerator. Suitable for couple or
3 adults. Police student preferred. Good
terms to responsible persons. 251-2957
mornings
GIRL ROOMMATE wanted. Own room.
$45 pei month. 444 S. Sth. 2911-3824.

To

buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

’ inimum
Three lines
One time

3
4
5
6

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San Jose State
College, San Jose
Calif. 95114.

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
each addl.

PuieinU

One time

ANYTHING YOU WANT, Within rea
son, printed on teeshirts, sweatshirts, ntr.
(minimum of 15). Cheap, returned in
couple of days. Jack Chillemi, 251-T467.
Rise Krag, 251-6229. Roger Nordby, 293.
1230.

i‘AY DXAM5,4

TRANSPORTATION IA
RIDE NEEDED from SJS to Palo Alto on
Monday, Wednesday & Friday at 4:30 or
Tuesday & Thursday at 2:30. Please cell
Sister Bernard, 327-8891.

Three times Five times

1.50
2.00
2.60
3.00

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.76

.50

.50

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
JO

To place an ad.

Call ai
Classified Adv. Office -J206

tional line

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Sawn
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
0 Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
O For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
O Housing (5)
O Lost and Found (6)
O Personals (7)
ED Services (8)
O Transportation (9)
Name

ArrermoN THAT’

CLASSIFIED RATES

HELP WANTED 141

If YOU want a little extra space in your garage, place your ad
in JC-206 today.

SERVICES 181
TYPING. Thesis, term papers, etc..
perienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.

’64 CUSTOMIZED Volkswagen. Will accept trade and/or motorcycle. $1075
with stereo. 294-4871 after 5.

BEAUTIFUL WEDDING ring set. Never
worn. Almost one carat. Cost $725. Sacrifice, $475. 252-2440.

Bill sold all three of his cars with Spartan Daily Want Ads.
Here’s what he says: "You could sell a school building with a
Spartan Daily Want Ad, they’re out of sight! I received 13
calls the first night on my ’58 VW Van; 10 calls the second
night; and 5 calls the third. My ’59 Chevrolet went after the
fifth call with another Spartan Daily Want Ad and last year a
Spartan Daily Want Ad sold my ’54 Austin Healy after the
second call."

CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Larimore. 354-1273,

21 & MARRIED. Liability, property damage & uninsured motorist coverage on
auto insurance. $21 for 3 months. Dave
Towle, 244-9600.

FOR SALE 131

This is a picture of the inside of
Bill Durkin’s Garage.

PERSONALS (71

ARMY-TYPE JEEP wanted. Will pay up
to $350 cash. Call evenings, 293-1167.

’64 HONDA 250 Scrambler. Completely
rebuilt. Like new. Must sell. $375. Call
297-9981 after 5 p.m,

"Like haying a personal salesman

and WEST
EUROPE

This is a realistic

INTERVIEW DATE:

10th & Taylor

297-5707

goal for
any man entering Grant’s
Management Training Program. Starting salaries
from $500 to S565 per
month.

EAST

Printed

ANNUAL INCOME?

Ask your Placement Director for a copy of our bro.
chure - and sign up now
for an interticw.

Purifan Oil Co.

Special Quantity DI
No Waiting
Copies Anything

Id from Bill Mansdorfer
Mnagr of Radio Station KEAR

Beginning level administrative
in City government for
majors in public, personnel, or business administration, political science, or related field. Apply Room 211, City Hall,
San Jose, Calif. An Equal Opportunity Employer.
Attention graduating

OR MORE IN

XEROX’‘ COPIES
10c each

$565-$687

OF

10c

"PERSONAL WAR ...
HOW TO FIGHT IT."

ADMIN. AIDE
CITY OF SAN JOSE

CAREER OBJECTIVE

Kleenex

King Lyrical," a chil- liege Theatre Box Office.
The musical is based on the
dren’s musical drama written and
legend used for Shakespeare’s King
directect by Dr. Hal Todd, chairLear. SJS students comprise the
man of the drtuna department, will
cast, with Louis Bttses starling as
be presentee’ in the College Thea- King Lyrical; Lourine Johnson as
tre this afternoon and tomorrow Princess General; Terry Somodi as
at 4 p.m., and Saturday at 10:30 Princess Regal and Kathleen
son as Princess Cordial. The play
a.m. and 2:30 p.m Tickets are 50
is best suited for children of 8 or
cents and are on sale at the Colmore years, says Todd.

tration week and that leaders need
no prior experience.
Those interested vvho cannot
sign up this week will be able to
make an appointment for an interview in the college union anytime between April 6-17.

1VANT TO SET A

$25,000

Children’s Drama Opens
"Good

Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. &
I:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday
10:00 a.m.-12:30
1:15 p.rn.-3:45

p.m.

Send In handy order blank.

(Please Pr,nt)

For

days.

C1TT

Phone

cash

Address

or

check.

Sparten Dily

Make

check

Classifieds.

Enclosed is $

Start

Phone 294-6414. Est. 246.

id on

Phrase allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

Moto

Enclose
out

to

